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Unit 1:Introduction toJava 

Q1) Difference between literal and whitespace 
Q2) Discuss three OOP principles  

Q3) List and explain the java buzzwords 

Q4) How compile “once and run anywhere” is implemented in java  

Q5) Discuss the “labeled break and continue” statements  

Q6) Write a short notes on JDK 

Q7) Explain the process of building and running java application program  

Q8) With example explain the working of >> and >>> 

Q9) List down various operators available in JAVA 

Q10) Explain different access specifiers injava, with examples. 

Unit 2 : Classes, Inheritance, Exceptions, Applets: 
Q1) What are applets? Explain different stages in the cycle of an applet? 

Q2) Define exception. Demonstrate the working of nested try block, with suitable example. 

Q3) Explain the constructor method. How it differs from other member function 

Q4) Write short notes on; 
I) Final class II) Abstract class. 

Q5) Which is the alternative approach to implement multiple inheritances in Java? 
Explain, with an example 

Q6) Differentiate C++ language and JAVA language with respect to inheritance, and also 
mention the use of “super” and “this” in JAVA inheritance 

Q7) Discuss the following : 
I) Inner classes II) Overriding and overloading. 
 

Q8) Which is the alternative approach to implement multiple inheritances in Java? Explain, withan 
example 

Q9) What is meant byinstance variable hiding? How to overcome it? 

Q10) Give the different forms of repaint method 

 
Unit 3:Multi-Threaded Programming, Event Handling 
 
Q1) What is multithreading? Explain any two advantages of multithreaded programs 

Q2) Explain the mechanism of event delegation model. Give an example for using keyboard event 
Q3) What is the need of synchronization? Explain with an example, how 

Synchronization is implemented in Java? 

Q4) What is meant by thread priority? How is it assigned? 

Q5) Define the delegation event model. Briefly explain the role of : 
i) Event classes ii) Event listener interfaces 
iii) Source of events   iv) Adapter clauses. 

Q6) Provide JAVA syntax for the following with examples: 
i) Making classes threadable ii) Extending threads 
iii) Synchronization iv) Catching interrupt. 

Q7) Explain the adapter classes, with examples 

Q8) How synchronization can be achieved for threads in Java? Explain with syntax. 
 

Q9) Explain with syntax, the use of isAlive( ) and join( ) methods. 
 

Q10) Write short notes on modifiers 
 
 



i)Static 
ii)Final 
iii)Abstract 
iv) Native 

 
Unit 4: Swings 
 
Q1) What is a swing? Explain the components and containers in the swings 

Q2)  Explain the following, with an example for each: 
i) JTextField class ii) Mutton class iii) IComboBox class. 
 

Q3) Explain various components of the swing package 

Q4) Write the purpose of the following swing components : 
i) JLabel ii) Habbedpane iii) JScrollpane iv) JCombobox 
 

Q5) Name and explain different types of swing buttons. Give their syntax. 

Q6) Explain the MVC architecture of swing 

Q7) Describe the different types swing buttons 

Q8) Differentiate between AWT and SWING 
Q9) List four types of buttons in swings with their use. Write a program to create four different types 

of buttons on JApplet. Use suitable events to show actions on the buttons and use JLabel to 
display the action invoked. 

Q10) Write a short notes on Text field with an example 

 
Unit 5 :Java 2 Enterprise Edition Overview, Database Access 
 

Q1) Explain the J2EE architecture. 
 

Q2) Describe the various steps of JIDBC, with code snippets.  

Q3) What are the transactions? Explain 

Q4) Write a note on database meta interface 

Q5) What are database drivers? Mention different types of drivers used in JDBC 

Q6) What is meant by scrollable result set? Explain 
Q7) Write a program to display the current contents of a table in the data base. 

Q8) With proper syntax explain the three types of getConnection() method. 

Q9) Explain the working of JDBC. 

Q10) Explain the significance of java.sql package 

 
Unit 6:Servlets 
 

Q1) Explain the lifecycle of a servlet 

Q2) Describe in detail, how tomcat web server is configured for development of 
servlet 

Q3) With a code snippet, explain how session tracking is handled in Java with servlets 

Q4) Write short notes on: 
i) Session tracking ii) Cookies 

Q5) Describe in detail, how tomcat web server is configured for development of servlet 

Q6) List and explain core classes that are provided in Javax,servlet package 

Q7) Write the differences between JSP and servlet 
Q8) Develop a simple servlet program that handles the HTTP request and response 

Q9) Explain the use of tomcat in servlet development  

Q10) How servlet are better in comparison with CGI? Explain init() and service() 

 
Unit 7 :JSP, RMI 
 

Q1) What is the difference between servlets and JSP?  

Q2) Write a JSP to create and read cookies named user id that stores the value JB007 



Q3) Explain different types of JSP tags. 

Q4) What is RMI? Describe with code snippets RMI at server side 

Q5) Write a program using R MI (Remote Method Innovation) concept such as client and server 
program in which client sends hello message to server and server replies for the client 

Q6) Write a JSP program to create and read a cookies called “EMPID” that has a value of AN2356 

Q7) What is RMI? Describe the code snippet RMI at client side. 

Q8) Define JSP. Explain the two types of control statements used in JSP by taking suitable example. 

Q9) Mention the purpose of use of JSP and JAVA RMI 

Q10) Briefly explain the working of JAVA RMI programs, by mentioning it’s steps  

 
Unit 8 :Enterprise Java Beans 
 

Q1) What is deployment descriptor? List the deployment descriptor for EJB 1.1 

Q2) Write a note on JAR file,[JAR] 

Q3) What is Enterprise JavaBeans ? 

Q4) What is Entity Beans? 

Q5) Explain the functions of EJ13 transaction attributes 

Q6) Briefly discuss the significance of session Java Bean 

Q7) Explain Message-Driven Bean 

Q8) With a skeleton, explain entity Java bean 

Q9) What are the different kinds of enterprise beans? Explain. 

Q10) How do you disable access to a method in EJB. 2_0? Explain, with code 

 


